Designers bring individual knowledge and perspectives to the team. The hypothesis tested in this research is that semantic and grammatical structures (the language through which concepts are expressed) enable designers to bridge relations among ideas stored in each designer's mind and from this to generate design concepts. This paper describes a linguistic and a computational method to examine the grammatical and semantic structure of design conversations and the linguistic processes by which individuals bridge their knowledge to the group's ongoing knowledge accumulation. To test the hypothesis, we conducted a linguistic (systemic functional linguistics) and computational linguistic (lexical chain analysis) analysis of a design team conversation The computational analysis revealed hypernym relations as the primary lexicosyntactic pattern by which designers offer, interrelate and develop concepts. The linguistic analysis highlighted the grammatical linguistic features that actively contribute to the generation of design content by teams. These analyses point to the prospect of a functional correspondence between language use and a team's ability to construct knowledge for design. This interrelation has implications both for computational systems that assess design teams and design teamwork education.
INTRODUCTION
The generation of concepts plays a critical role in the early stages of design and is often considered the "start" of designing. In practice, concept formation occurs throughout the design process. How designers go about generating new concepts is the subject of intense academic and commercial interest as innovation is the precursor to new products. To be clear, at least two interpretations of concept formation exist. One is the notion of a concept as patterns in phenomenon. In this interpretation, concept formation in design deals with recognizing emergent patterns [1] or displacing existing concepts [2] when prior ways of framing phenomena no longer accord with current perceptions or interpretations. The other notion of concept formation in design (and often termed conceptual design) deals with the construction of ideas (e.g., structural embodiments, functional systems) for artifacts. This is the notion of concept formation dealt with in this paper. Methods of concept formation such as brainstorming followed by morphological analysis [3] , and computational techniques such as evolutionary algorithms make systematic and repeatable what is often considered, though not necessarily factually so, a "creative" non-systematic process.
Another way to interpret these techniques is that they direct and focus the designer's thinking toward methodical processes for concept generation rather than just "coming up with ideas" in an ad hoc manner. Thus, an alternative approach to assist designers' concept formation may be to critique the thinking processes of the designer during concept formation. Such critique has been regarded as a precursor to adjusting inadequate thinking processes [4] . Humans perform this type of critique fluently. The well-accepted practice of critique in a design studio context under the rigorous scrutiny of others and allowing adoption or resistance to the critique to inform further design is one such example. Computational design critique systems critique design concepts in representations such as sketches and digital models, often from various perspectives of DFx, but not necessarily the thinking processes which lead to those representations.
Some reasons why such computational systems to critique design thinking processes do not yet exist include the lack of operational models of cognitive processes of designers, intrusive monitoring methods such as imaging brain activity to understand cognitive functions during design, and the dearth of computational approaches to understand human behavior in design.
The eventual aim of our research is to create computational techniques, rather than rely on cognitive science methods, to assess and examine cognitive processes and procedures during design and to relate them to the production of knowledge representations. Design as the production of knowledge representations, which has been proposed as a cognitive definition of designing [5] , serves as our working cognitive definition of design. As a start, this paper describes our approach to group design conversations as linguistically driven knowledge production. One advantage of our linguistic approach is the ready availability of a large body of computational linguistic (CL) techniques. A primary concern here is the capabilities of CL techniques, which are far from full natural language understanding, in revealing aspects of design cognition. We do not attempt to conduct verbal protocol analysis through CL; instead, we are interested in tractable, theoretically sound and scalable approaches to form the basis of intelligent systems for design critique. Previously, our work [6] focused on the semantics of design communication at the corpus level, where we applied latent semantic analysis to the examination of design documentation and e-mail. The successes of that approach motivated this examination of design communication at a lower level of granularity.
Our linguistic orientation means that we need to pay close attention to the linguistic behavior of members of the team and to the relationship of their linguistic behavior to the production of group knowledge. While this close attention to language is essentially the basis of verbal protocol analysis [7] , protocol analysis takes a macroscopic, meaning-based view on language use. We will use a systemic functional linguistics (SFL) analysis [8] and an analysis of interactive discourse [9] to explore the practice of design conversation. These methods emphasize the syntactic structure of language to account for what language does and how language structure accomplishes various communication goals. Thus, there is no inter-coder reliability issue as only a single correct (with respect to the context of the text) analysis of the grammatical form of a sentence exists. These methods also differ from conversation analysis, a predominant approach in design research. Conversation analysis studies the social organization of conversation and 'talk-in-interaction.' Studies such as Olson's examination of small group collaboration [10] characterize types of interaction in communication. However, conversation analysis cannot reveal how language is used to form and represent knowledge, which is one of the key claims of SFL.
In particular, SFL specifies a lexico-grammatical framework which constrains the features available to speakers in forming utterances. The constraints imposed by the structure of a grammar yield the potential to analyze how the structural consequences of that choice relate to how the speaker utilized language as a tool for representing knowledge or for making meaning. For the purpose of our analysis, we pay close attention to the grammatical structures associated with representing knowledge and knowledge accumulation.
In the first section, we developed a computational method to examine the production of design concepts as the connection of individual knowledge represented through lexicalized concepts. To more closely analyze the grammatical structure of design conversations, we conducted a linguistic analysis of a section of a design conversation.
Clearly, ascertaining when (or even if) designers produce a design concept is not an exact science; a rigorous definition of a concept remains elusive [11] . Also, design concepts are expressed by drawings, equations, and diagrams. Our assumption, which may be optimistic, is that design concept formation in collective design situations may be studied more or less independently of these other representations. That thinkaloud has been successfully applied to study design practice, and that established verbal protocols rely heavily on verbal data as a record of design practice [12] , lends credibility to this assumption.
LEXICALIZED CONCEPTS
A lexicalized concept is a concept (idea) which has been expressed as a word in the vocabulary of a given language. A concept can be lexicalized by more than one word. The underlying assumption of our technique is that a design concept can be represented by the set of word forms, that is, a set of lexicalized concepts. At the level of granularity of our analysis, lexicalized concepts are not the type of fully-developed design concepts accounted for by Heylighen and Martin. The lexicalized concepts in our analysis are chunks of knowledge that, when accumulated by the design team, may form a fullydeveloped design concept.
The interest then is to analyze the epistemology of concept formation in design teams by examining the semantic features of the words that designers say to account for the bridging of relations among knowledge stored in each designer's mind. One computable technique to generate semantic links is lexical chain analysis. A lexical chain is a sequence of semantically related words in text (or conversation). Lexical chains capture the cohesive portions of the text and have been shown to mirror the discourse structure of the text [13] . The key to generating the lexical chains lies in the selection of the rules for connecting the lexicalized concepts.
In relation to understanding human behavior in design, the interest lays in how the generated lexical chains indicate the system of linguistic mechanisms that enable knowledge construction in collective design. We conjecture that the principal mechanism for bridging knowledge stored in each designer's mind is through an integration of the level of meanings of lexicalized concepts. Further, the integration is produced by propositions that are operating at higher levels of abstraction. The linguistic feature by which the abstraction is evidenced is a hypernym, a lexical concept which is a generic class of concepts.
Our hypothesis of knowledge bridging is strongly influenced by Bernstein's theory of horizontal and vertical discourse [14] which describes the relation between internal structures of knowledge and fields of practice and how those internal structures are changed through formal methods of recontextualization. We approach group design conversation as a field of practice in which relations are formed between internal, individual knowledge structures through the linguistic practices of particular contexts towards the production of group or shared knowledge.
Next, we present the psycholinguistic model's analysis of a design team's conversation to illustrate how a computational system might analyze concept formation in design teams by examining the production of knowledge representations.
A PSYCHOLINGUISTIC MODEL
A fundamental hypothesis in discourse analysis is that if two words or concepts are thought about in the same way by a group of people, then the words will be used systematically in the same way in the conversation of those people [15] . The designers transmit partial information about design concepts to one another, and in doing so, integrate and accumulate the knowledge represented as lexicalized concepts into fullydeveloped concepts.
We mapped the semantic structure of a collective design team's conversation using a psycholinguistic model of lexicalized knowledge using WordNet [16] to calculate the semantic link structure. WordNet is a lexical system which organizes English nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs into lexicalized concepts connected by semantic links. The intent of WordNet was to represent lexicalized concepts in a way that would enable researchers to study the psychology of how humans think about concepts, make connections between and among them, and use context to ascertain the appropriate sense of a lexicalized concept.
Before describing our algorithm for creating lexical chains, we define several terms:
Gloss -the definition of a lexical concept Sense -the idea that is intended by a lexical concept Synset -a set of one or more synonyms Hypernym -a lexical concept which is a generic class of concepts Hyponym -a lexical concept which is a member of a class of concepts Meronym -a lexical concept which designates a concept as a constituent component of another class
For example, the gloss of the lexical concept "gear" would be "a mechanical component which transmits rotational motion from one body to another." The lexical concept "gear" is a meronym of the concept "planetary gear train" as would be the terms "sun gear" and "arm," all of which are constituent components of a planetary gear train. An "epicyclic gear train" or "derailleur gears" would be part of the synset of the lexical concept "planetary gear train" at the same semantic level. The concept "gear train" is a hypernym of "epicyclic gear train", "planetary gear train" and "derailleur gear" and the concept of a "mechanism" would be a hypernym of "gear train." The reverse would be hyponyms. These relationships are illustrated in Figure 1 where A stands for hypernym, B for a synonym, and C for a meronym.
Figure 1 Lexical Relations Between Concepts
The challenge then is to develop a computational method to connect concepts expressed as lexical terms by design teams during a design session in order to understand the semantic structure of the conversation. We describe our method in the following section.
LEXICAL CHAIN ANALYSIS
Lexical chain analysis (LCA) arises from the semantic connections between words which are typically derived from large lexical databases such as WordNet. In computational linguistics, LCA is used, among many applications in text analysis, to derive text paths, analyze the cohesiveness of language use, and to summarize text. The purpose of LCA in this research is to create lexical chains for each speaker and for the team and to examine the characteristics of the lexical chains. The objective of an LCA algorithm is to construct a chain of connections that are relevant for the context of the given utterances.
Figure 2 Illustration of a Lexical Chain
The process for constructing a lexical chain proceeds as follows.
1. Filter for the most significant words or phrases in the conversation. We filtered for content-bearing nouns and examined the noun senses only.
2. For each word, find the word/phrase in WordNet. If the word/phrase is not found, add the word/phrase to WordNet with a definition (gloss) and link with appropriate synsets. Given the lexical chain, we also define the following relationships between u and v: These relationships will be used to assess the influence of lexicalized concepts between the designers, or what we term the "strength of ties" between the designers.
LEXICAL CHAIN EXPERIMENTS
The design session analyzed was a transcript from the mountain bike backpack design problem at the 1994 Delft Protocols Workshop. We chose this transcript to enable qualitative comparisons between the results of our analysis methods with profiles of the design team published in the design research literature [17] . The team was tasked with designing, and hence creating concepts, for ways to connect a backpack to a bicycle. The transcript was parsed and tagged for part-of-speech for English language words using the Stanford Java Natural Language Parse (NLP) [http://wwwnlp.stanford.edu/javanlp/] from which a set of noun phrases (word), based on the tagged part of speech, were extracted. Then, a standard word by document matrix, where each "document" is an utterance, was created. Each entry in the word by document matrix counts the number of times a word appears in a document. The transcript contains 2190 "raw" utterances among three designers over a 118 minute period. There were 1236 content-bearing utterances, excluding utterances containing invectives and non-content terms such as "mmmm," "oh," and "laughs." Participants I, J and K contributed 31%, 42% and 27%, respectively, of the contentbearing parts of the conversation. During the WordNet analysis, only the noun senses of words were searched.
The qualitative profile of the team is that John is the ideas person and is the most active in driving the direction of the team. Ivan is the process manager and the time keeper who summarizes but weakly influences the team. Kerry has the most domain knowledge and appears to make specific contributions to the functional specifications.
RESULTS
The lexical chain rules were programmed in Matlab and in the C programming language using the Matlab MEX interface for more efficient processing with WordNet. Lexical chains within the design team conversation were established by identifying concept links between consecutive utterances (i.e., window size w = 1) and a window size w = 15. The window size of 15 is derived from our prior research on quantifying coherent thinking in design conversations [18] ; the coherence of the group's conversation dropped after about 15 utterances. In addition to counting the horizontal (synonym), hypernym, hyponym and meronym relations, we counted the number of lexicalized concepts generated (a lexicalized concept which has no prior link) and the repetition of lexicalized concepts.
In our initial experiments, we found that the first lexical chain rule (Rule 1) was too liberal such that nearly all lexicalized concepts were somehow related. One would expect this outcome given the prescribed theme of the design team's conversation. Thus, we eliminated this rule and proceeded with Rule 2, 3 and 4. Table 1 and Table 2 record the number of chain links between lexicalized concepts and their type in the design team conversations for w=1 and w=15, respectively. We found no obvious evidence of hyponym relations in the conversation. We should note that the lack of hyponym relations may be due to the known dearth of downward links in the WordNet structure and not necessarily to the lexicalized concepts in the conversation per say. The tabular data accord with the qualitative profile of the team. While the absolute numerical values of the number of chain links increases with the size of the window, as expected, the values relative to each speaker in each column remain consistent. As expected, the team members repeat words most often, which is necessary to keep a conversation cohesive. As indicated in the Generation column of Table 1 and Table 2 , Ivan and John generate the most number of chain link heads. Although it was known that John is the "ideas' person, this evidence is not conclusive enough to state whether the initiation of chains is equivalent to the generation of new ideas -or at the least that counting the number of times a person starts a lexical chain is not sufficient to characterize idea generation. More interesting, though, are the higher number of hypernym relations relative to the other types of semantic links, and John's much higher number of hypernym relations relative to the other speakers. This may be partially accounted for by the fact that John speaks more often than the others. However, John speaks only 11% more with respect to the total time than Ivan and 15% more than Kerry yet accounts for nearly 50% of the total hypernyms, about twice as many as either Ivan or Kerry. John may be what Sonnenwald [19] has characterized as an "interdisciplinary star" by his ability to abstract knowledge from others to accumulate (or at least vocalize) concepts from others. Given the structure of WordNet, the quantitative results, and Goldschmidt's [20] finding that John's contribution of ideas is greater than the others, we could conjecture that the accumulation of ideas to form fully-developed concepts may be characterized strongly by the linguistic evidence of hypernym relations and neutrally by generation, meronym, synonym and hyponym relations. If we describe design, in a cognitive sense, as the production of knowledge representations, then the linguistic behavior of connecting and accumulating lexicalized concepts through hypernyms may indicate the cognitive ability to connect concepts at higher levels of abstraction. Because experts reason at more abstract levels [21] , hypernym relations may also serve as a proxy for identifying the "expert" in a design group.
The "strength of ties" between the designers is illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 9 and the number of links between their lexicalized concepts in Figure 8 and Figure 10 . The value for the strength of ties is calculated as defined above; however, given the elimination of Rule 1, we downgraded the value of a neutral link to 1 and the value of the weak link to 0. The direction of the arrow indicates the sequence of lexicalized concepts and the value next to the arrow quantifies the influence of lexicalized concepts by the first person on the second person. For example, John uttered: J (t 888) yeah I mean that's about as simple a wire form rack as you can get I bet you most of the cost in this is in the welding Then Kerry said: K (t 900) wire form plastics and injection molded bracket things the small things to injection mold the small bits so the tooling isn't too light WordNet infers that relations exists between their utterances through the words wire form (repeated) and rack/bracket (hypernym as both are types of supports) where the phrase injection molded bracket things refers back to the rack. There exists a neutral relationship between "rack" and "bracket" and a strong relationship between "wire form"; as such an arrow would be drawn from John to Kerry. These two utterances are connected more generally; they were a part of a discussion on options for manufacturing components of the rack.
Consistent with both the tabular results of Table 1 and  Table 2 and the qualitative profile, John has the strongest ties to Ivan and Kerry as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 9 . We would state that John has a strong influence on Ivan and Kerry because concepts flow through and from him; Goldschmidt characterized John's influence as having more "Critical Moves." We note also that the strength of ties pointing to John is higher than pointing away from John suggesting the interdependency of John upon Ivan and Kerry. That is, while John is a productive individual idea generator, he also builds upon Ivan's and Kerry's ideas. The strength of ties as calculated by the lexical chains corroborates the qualitative profile of John's critical role in this design team. We then connected the utterances through their lexical chain links. An example of a lexical chain linked set of utterances about attachment concepts is shown below. bungee (t785) or a bungee that kinda cinches it up bungee cord (t1021) I mean I'm sure what people do right now probably is go buy a bike rack and bungee cord this down on to the bike rack zipper (I t1187) em big zipper in the back doing it er why don't we weed out one of these er zipper zip (K t1196) zip clip net curve (K t1643) it might be nice to have that curve built into our tray if we're injection moulding it in like insert (J t1914) just an insert cable (I t2037) this back part of the frame is still accessible though so if you have a cable you can actually go through there go through there Graphs such as Figure 8 and Figure 10 and the above examples provide evidence of how each designer "builds upon" prior lexicalized concepts. The complete set of lexical chains is too large to display in an 8½" x 11" document, although our software displays the entire set of links for visualization purposes. Not surprisingly, the most number of links occurs during the middle of the session (between 40 minutes and 1 hour,) once the team has essentially figured out what they're to design. Another flurry of activity (links) happens towards the end when they realized that they needed to complete the design project. 
Links Per Minute for Delft Backpack Team

DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
This section of our paper looks to the details of the linguistic interaction of the design conversation and speculates about the kinds of linguistic behavior that facilitates the generation of individual knowledge and the integration of this knowledge into group knowledge. In other words, we are interested in looking at how ways of saying by design team members enable the production of collective knowledge. The assumption underlying the systemic functional analysis used here is that ways of saying (grammatical and other linguistic structures) are developed and used by individuals and groups to make meaning and that this making and sharing of meaning is language's primary function. Group knowledge and meaning and its linguistic expression is interdependent with the knowledge and meaning and linguistic expression of individuals. So, our close analysis pays attention to linguistic features in terms of the functions they serve in the making of individual and group meaning.
The analysis of hypernymic relations within lexical chains presented above suggests that there are periods of the interaction in which the team are more 'on the same page' than they are at others; that is, the design team are talking about and referring to related ideas and concepts. Valkenburg refers to these related ideas and concepts as 'design content' [22] . The above analysis showed that the period of interaction from 00:39:00 to 00:50:00 is more intense and productive than other periods in the interaction. Below, we present a closer examination of this period of interaction. Our examination of this passage of the interaction is not intended to draw definitive conclusions about the linguistic behavior that generates group or shared design content. We will instead highlight several features in this passage that appear to facilitate the production of group design content. The aim of this analysis is to highlight the grammatical linguistic features that actively contribute to the generation of design content by teams. The question that motivates our speculative analysis of this one interaction is: What does the design team do to make knowledge construction possible?
There appear three significant features used in this interaction that may make knowledge development possible in group interaction.
The first is the projection of possibilities. Brereton [23] described a similar linguistic cue to projection of possibilities. In their analysis of the team's conversation, they noted that when the speaker prefaced a statement with "I think" or "my opinion", the linguistic cue was described as "offering an opinion" and tempering the team member's "level of commitment to a proposition." The projection of possibilities is our way of describing those moments when members of the design team propose possibilities about the design to one another. They appear to be offerings of design ideas marked as possibilities so that the speaker's commitment is reduced and the content is marked as negotiable. This feature is realized by a variety of related words, phrases and grammatical devices.
The team members all use the word 'maybe' to suggest possible design ideas to one another. This opens a space of speculation and suggestion, allowing group members to introduce ideas without a decisive investment in what they are proposing. In other words, what they are proposing is up for negotiation and the 'maybe' lets the group know that the individual proposing it is not committed to the idea. For example, (t476) Maybe compress your pack down a little bit too would it be neat if you had some way (t477) that would be nice to have a cinch strap 'cos there's The modulation of verb groups by modal verbs is used to project possibilities: 'would it be neat' or 'that would be nice'. The first of these is a question form (though is not directly answered), but both are example of how verbal auxiliaries like could, would, etc., modulate what is being proposed, reducing the speaker's certainty and commitment to the proposed content and yet still making it possible to contribute to the knowledge being exchanged and negotiated. 'What if' operates in a similar fashion. Though this is an interrogative or questioning form of language, it appears to be used in this interaction as a modulating device, signaling the possible without the expectation of a direct answer:
(t502) but what if the rack was really 'Kinda/kind of' is also used to modulate in that it is frequently used in the passage to describe an aspect of the emerging design which is under consideration:
(t491) that kinda envelopes it Also, 'kinda/kind of' allow for the offering of provisional names for aspects of the design (t509) maybe the attachment is kind of a leg that attaches right to the external frame.
The projection of possibilities allows the members of the team to signal that they are proposing something and at the same time signal that they are not fully committed to what they are proposing. This makes the interactive negotiation and generation of design content one in which people are free to proposes, and free to disagree. Through this behavior, their individual contributions to group design content can enter the group discourse, be evaluated and either be dropped, integrated or altered.
The second method is naming. In giving a name to a 'something' based on or following a discussion of what it does or what can be done with it, the group generates an object which becomes an element generated by and made a named part of the group's design content. Our definition of naming differs slightly from Valkenburg's [22] whose definition in that naming is used to identify relevant issues in a design situation whereas, in our terminology, naming refers to the concretion of a proposed idea generated through a projection of possibilities. This highlights the specific quality of a systemic functional analysis: naming, for us, generates the design content being produced by the by the group in its interaction -naming and design ideas are produced interdependently, cognition (knowledge production) is seen to be dependent on linguistic processes.
In the passage of interaction below, a process of naming occurs.
K (t 502) now we're kind of assuming that there's some rack to attach this to but what if the rack was really um something that attaches to this and just flips down so maybe you hook it on to a bracket up here but you just flip down and it clips in here J (t 503) oh I like that I was kinda suggesting something similar K (t 504) something something that J (t 505) but I didn't have that extension in mind I (t 506) say that again K (t 507) so maybe rather than J (t 508) (inaudible) off the internal frame K (t 509) maybe the attachment is kind of a a leg that attaches right to the external frame In (t 502), Kerry proposes a possibility using the 'what if' and 'maybe' devices described above. Initially, Kerry suggests that 'there's some rack to attach this'. Here, the central verb of the clause is 'is' in 'there's', so the existence of something is being proposed. Following this, Kerry describes a series of actions: 'to attach', 'attaches', 'flips down', 'hook', 'flip down', 'clips'. All of these verbs are used to describe the action of or about a 'something'. So, the proposal of possibilities describes the actions of 'something' which is an element of the design. This 'something' is then named as 'that extension' by J (t 505) and then by K (t 509) as 'a leg that attaches right to the external frame. ' This same process takes place in the passage from (t 521) to (t 535).
I (t 521) there's no way of making this thing just pivot itself down how is this held flat K (t 522) it's held up here I (t 523) there's these things here K (t 524) kind of flips out like this J (t 525) ooh I (t 526) I was thinking yeah that you could flip that way or the other way even this way J (t 527) so I (t 528) you just put a clip on these J (t 529) but are people gonna really spend that much time getting that thing off I (t 530) no if this had clips instead of J (t 531) no no no I (t 532) see these are just J (t 533) eyelet's yeah I (t 534) yeah (inaudible) J (t 535) maybe it's a pack conversion kit that we have to sell them In this example, a 'thing' 'pivots' is 'held flat', 'help up', 'flips out' and is described by J (t 535) as 'a pack conversion kit that we have to sell them' and again introduced as a possibility by the word 'maybe'. The 'thing' which does or is done to is given a name -'pack conversion kit. ' What happens in these passages is a process of linguistic technicalizing or naming whereby descriptions of actions and objects are outlined and then captured or represented by a name (nominal group complex). This allows for the generation of new and unique meaning, for generalized accounts of objects and actions, and, in these examples, it appears to provide a linguistic device for generating and naming group design content. In this way, throughout the interaction, the group accumulates design content.
The third method is meta-processing. Meta-processing is the name we give to those parts of design conversation interaction which, rather than commenting on the design itself (which would constitute design content), comment on the design process, what others have called process-directed activity [24] . John at (t 429) refers to 'that kinda presupposes a solution' and at (t 447) refers to 'a kind of other class of solutions outside of our design problem'. Both of these are examples of the meta-language of design. The references 'problem' and 'solution' shift the dialog away from the design itself and make reference to the process of designing, giving shape and proportion to the process, shifting perspective and allowing for the evaluation of the group's activity rather than the artifact. This shift into meta-processing enables the group, in this interaction, to re-orient its discussion and generate further and different design content.
Our analysis of the linguistic and discourse behavior of the individuals in this design group has paid attention to what they say and how this functions to produce group knowledge or design content. The projection of possibilities, naming, and meta-processing are all key features of the team's linguistic behavior and, together with the lexico-syntactic pattern of hypernym relations, appear to facilitate the accumulation of design content. Accumulation in discourse is the process of adding new knowledge by each succeeding utterance. An 'accumulating' discourse is one that is developed more by a specialized, group specific exchange and sharing of meanings than it is by a set of meanings that might be abstracted or abstracting. For example, the phrase 'a pack conversion kit that we have to sell them' J (t 535) has a particular meaning which has been generated and encoded into this wording by this group in this design conversation. Each member of the group would, having participated in the conversation, have an understanding of the meaning that they have accumulated together. Outsiders ( non-group members) would require explanation of what 'a pack conversion kit' is and what it does.
Our perspective on concept formation as the accumulation of knowledge representations builds on prior work which has shown a correspondence between the quantity of unique noun phrases developed by design teams during conceptual design [25] and the quality of the outcome. Elementary design concepts could be ideated by simple lexicalized concepts (e.g., gear, backpack). More developed and fully-formed design concepts are accumulated from the elemental ideas.
DISCUSSION
The analyses described above provide a way to evaluate the formation of design concepts through a close examination of the linguistic structure of conversations. Whereas the lexical chain analysis examines the way the designers organized meaning by producing interrelated lexicalized concepts, the discourse analysis illustrated the extent and functional relationship between the conversations' grammatical structure coincided with the purpose of the design conversation, to generate design concepts. That is, our analyses illustrated the bridging of individual knowledge into group knowledge within a specific design situation. The blending of individual and group knowledge structures through certain linguistic processes and procedures of discourse and lexicalizing concepts portray what Fauconnier would term conceptual blending [26], a cognitive process for combining elements from various sources into complex ideas. Valkenburg [27] thought that this design team may not have exhibited a shared understanding in the sense of pragmatic intersubjectivity. We believe that our analyses illustrated how language served as a container for transferring knowledge from one designer to another. Perhaps the issue is not, as Valkenburg argued, whether the design team had sufficient mutual knowledge of all team members in order to attain shared understanding. Rather, our analytical point of departure is to characterize how the construction of representations -our working cognitive definition of designis produced (through language) by the collective design activity of designers.
The results imply the existence of a structural functional correspondence between language use and a team's ability to construct knowledge for design. First, there were specific grammatical forms which were utilized. The projection of possibilities (realized through selection of verbs and forms of modulation), naming and meta-processing all appeared crucial to the way in which this group accumulated group design content from the offerings of individuals.
Second, the construction of the lexical chains and recontextualization of lexicalized concepts suggests that the lexicalized concepts represented design concepts which were generated 'on-the-fly.' The formation of design concepts were reflected in both the grammatical structure of the conversation and semantic connections between lexicalized concepts. That is, both the way that a concept is expressed and the semantics of a lexicalized concept constrained the possible space of subsequent concepts.
However, we would not yet conclude that the density of hypernymic relations typify all types of (fruitful) design conversations or that the grammatical features described in the discourse analysis are both necessary and sufficient. We are conducting further analyses to confirm these results. We suspect, though, that there are differences in the kinds of knowledge that are produced in the immediate and situated contexts of design group interaction and other kinds of knowledge that can range across and be useful within diverse design groups and contexts.
Design researchers have hypothesized the existence of core skills and knowledge, such as planning and abstracting, which are transferable across design domains. The methods laid out in this paper suggest that these differences could manifest as differences in linguistic behavior, which will be confirmed through the study of multiple design teams performing similar design tasks. Linguistic differences have been recorded in studies in the sociology of education which associated students' abilities to transfer knowledge across domains with their linguistic behavior. We would describe this difference as between integrating knowledge (context independent and 'portable') and accumulated knowledge (situated and dependent). The difference is illustrated in Figure 11 . In Figure  11 , the lines with arrows represent knowledge. The integrating knowledge is characterized by vertical discourse since it is based on linguistic behavior that abstracts knowledge, such as about a design and the design process from similar cases using case-based reasoning, to facilitate integration across situations. Conversely, the situated knowledge is characterized by horizontal discourse because it is context-dependent; knowledge pertains to a specific design situation and is produced through linguistic behavior that facilitates accumulation of individual designer's knowledge. These results indicate the potential for formal, computable methods in linguistics such as lexical chain analysis and computational SFL as practical and scalable alternatives to verbal protocol analysis to examine how design practice is produced through language.
Figure 11 Portability of Design Knowledge
Further research, comparing design group interactions and using Bernstein's distinction between vertical and horizontal knowledge structures is in development. Usefully, Bernstein's analytical framework, as described in the Introduction, is not only geared toward description of knowledge formation and development but is oriented to the circulation of knowledge and knowledge development techniques through education processes. Our application of this work to design group interaction could not only describe the formation of knowledge in and between groups, but offer insights that could generate educational strategies for the development of more effective design team interaction. That is, effective design team conversation strategies might be taught through the explicit explanation and modeling of linguistic interactive techniques for the offering of design ideas and the negotiation and accumulation of group knowledge.
It is often suggested that design teams which iteratively collect and combine diverse points of view perform better. But, what conversation strategies enable this? How can design tutors model for student design teams conversation styles that promote knowledge construction? We believe that modeling discourse strategies through grammatical structures that allow the projection of possibilities, naming, and meta-processing may be a start. Outside of situations where design tutors would be available, such as in industry, having human coaches for all industrial work teams is ideal but not always practical. But how could this be done? That our techniques of analysis, LCA and SFL, are computable promotes them as candidates for implementation in design thinking critique tools. design situations integrating knowledge situated knowledge
We would speculate that there might also exist linguistic behavior that facilitates bridging knowledge across design situations, not just within a design situation as was described in this paper. In each design situation, it would appear that individual designers develop a certain set of skills which enable them to transfer their knowledge across design situations. Unfortunately, the process by which this happens, while having been accounted for through post hoc interviews, has not yet been thoroughly described. We plan to undertake this investigation to provide a thorough account of two kinds of linguistic strategies: 1) those that pertain to the development of group knowledge in specific design situations, which we covered in this article; and 2) those that make possible portable context-independent design knowledge.
CONCLUSIONS
We developed a computational method for determining the correspondence between lexicalized concepts expressed by designers during a design problem-solving session and conducted an interactive discourse analysis of a design team conversation. We offered qualitative comparisons between our analysis techniques and findings with others to corroborate them. Our goal was to provide methods to render explicit the bridging of knowledge stored in each designer's mind. The two methods reveal certain linguistic codes and grammatical forms to facilitate this process. What the lexical chain and discourse analyses revealed is that in collective design situations, design concepts are constructed through an accumulation process where new knowledge is added in succeeding utterances. In a design team conversation, the choice of a particular concept or way of proposing a concept by a designer seems to trigger other related concepts from other designers. When a concept is lexicalized, the semantics of the lexicalized concept will necessarily impose some structuring on the further possible choice of concepts to be lexicalized.
The analyses demonstrated that formal linguistic analysis could provide an insight into concept formation in design teams. Because lexical chain analysis has not been attempted before in design cognition research, we used fairly simple rules for relating lexicalized concepts to begin with. It would be possible to develop more complex rules about the relation between lexicalized concepts such as allowing a horizontal link to move from an upward to a downward direction. Then, the strength of ties calculation could be modified to account for the "distance" between two lexicalized concepts. These types of refinements may offer further discrimination. Or, the WordNet links could account for functional, behavioral and structural relationships between lexicalized concepts beyond generic semantic links. Nonetheless, the proposed rules for finding the lexical chain links and the concept of scoring the strength of relations between speakers as a function of the type of lexical chain link provide a formal method to assess knowledge bridging and knowledge accumulation in design team conversations.
One limitation of the work is that the analyses make no claim about the type of reasoning or cognitive structures underlying the semantic relationships and the linguistic behavior. That is, we could not claim that a horizontal relationship is analogic reasoning or that hypernymic relations result from conceptual chunking of a functional representation of the device. Formal cognitive studies (e.g., [28] ) could offer these insights. Instead, we believe that computational techniques such as lexical chain analysis and purpose-specific computational SFL parsers hold promise for the establishment of computational design thinking critique systems. Our methods, with further refinement in the WordNet structure for engineering design knowledge representations, would offer new means to critique the thinking processes of the designer during concept formation.
